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SAMPLE LONG-COPY EMAIL

From: Jared Yellin 
Sent: Mon Dec 10 15:57:59 2012
Subject: A Synergy in the Making (Jared Yellin - Ready to have an impact!) 

Hey ***,

I am going out on a limb with the hope that somehow you get this email because if you do, 
then I believe there is something substantial that could occur. My name is Jared Yellin and 
I am a 28 year old founder of Synduit LLC based out of New Jersey. We are a marketing and 
consulting agency (and sales force for the right business/client) for small business owners, 
practitioners, entrepreneurs, non-profits, authors, motivational speakers, and spiritual 
leaders… EXPERTS!

I have literally followed you for YEARS and I am always inspired by your message, but even 
more importantly, your vision of helping the “ordinary,” lead without a TITLE.

This happens to be one of the driving forces behind my company because something 
I realized is that you can give all of the advice, guidance, and even strategy to business 
owners, but ideas are ABSOLUTELY NOTHING without execution (as you know!). 

Welcome to Synduit! We become the marketing department for the EXPERTS 
(entrepreneurs), the people who have a message, but are unsure of how to reach their 
audience in order to make a difference and a fortune. 

Synduit is a 15 month overnight successful startup with clients from around the world and 
on October 2nd, 2012 we finalized the acquisition of a software firm based out of ***. The 
point I am making is that we are moving and shaking and I see a PERFECT synergy with 
you. 

The people you speak with, the people you inspire, and the people who have joined your 
movement need a TEAM of expert executors so that their EXPERTISE reaches their audience 
on a consistent basis and the byproduct is synergistic success (including custom web 
design, regular landing page development, professional email copy, consistent blogging, 
online memberships or universities, etc.).



My proposition is that we schedule a brief phone call (or SKYPE) and if I impress you, I will 
fly to wherever you are located. 

A few years ago (when I was 21) I had the strong desire to connect with another very 
successful entrepreneur/author/leader (I will share his name if/when we connect) and I 
reached out through the same medium… and guess what! He replied…

I am hoping that my second attempt is even more successful.

Thank you in advance for your consideration and I am excited to help make even more 

SAMPLE SHORT-COPY EMAIL WITH VIDEO

Subject: I have an idea for you, [name]

Hey ***!

I know you are super busy so I recorded a short intro video: 
https://synduit-1.wistia.com/medias/d0y64ngd0r 

Let me know what you think and I am excited about the possibility.

Also - keep on doing what you are doing - it is making an enormous difference. 

Live with Intention,
Jared

SAMPLE SHORT-COPY FOLLOW UP EMAIL FROM VIDEO

Hey ***!

The last thing I want to do is be a pest, but at the same time, I would be remiss if I did not 
at least attempt to get your attention.

I deeply believe that our synergy can become extremely meaningful - when can I earn 5 
minutes to share? (Did you see the video I sent?)

I know you will value and appreciate our time!
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SAMPLE DIRECT FB MESSAGE

Hey *** - I hate blind messages like this so I am happy to get a more formal connect from 
one of our mutual friends, but I figured I would start here - I am the Founder of SYNDUIT 
which is a marketing system that enables businesses to build and implement an annual 
marketing plan in under 60 minutes - we have a very large client base of 10,000’s of users 
across 30 industries and after surveying our people you were an influencer we were told to 
connect with... plus my friend xxx also said that I can use his name as well since we recently 
did a training for xxx. I would love to chat - I see a very powerful synergy!

SAMPLE FOLLOW UP TO DIRECT FB MESSAGE

Hey [name]! Hope you are rocking it. I just want to make sure you saw my previous DM from 
above. I get tons of these each day and I often miss some. Let me know!
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